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1 Introduction to personalized medicine
Personalized medicine is a rapidly emerging approach to medicine guided by scientific insights
into genetic makeup and molecular dynamics of health and disease. This approach relies on
“-omics” technologies that aim to define the molecular mechanisms of a human body in
health and disease. Personalized medicine is a generic entity that has been practiced for decades
within the evidence-based framework. This approach is slow and potentially dangerous as it
relies on the very first choice of treatment to be the most effective. In the scenario, when the first
treatment is not as effective, an assessment is made following which, an alternate medicine is
prescribed, which may not be the best solution always, and so the cycle goes. Providing
treatment based on the most well-known, tried and tested medicine, may lead to the right
treatment at the right time but not necessarily the right one for that individual. This is where
precision medicine (also referred to as stratified medicine) approach is more desirable and
rightly has come to the forefront of health care when Precision Medicine Initiative was
launched by President Obama in his 2015 State of the Union address [1]. The European
Commission published a working document for the use of “-omics” technologies for
personalized medicine in 2013 [2] and defined it as:
A medical model using characterization of individuals’ phenotype and genotypes (e.g.,
molecular profiling, medical imaging, lifestyle data) for tailoring the right therapeutic strategy for the right person at the right time, and/or to determine the predisposition to disease
and/or to deliver timely and targeted prevention.

Precision medicine is indeed key to providing the right treatment for the right person at the right
time and holds plenty of promise for the evolution of the health-care system rather than
revolutionize it. Various metabolomics initiatives such as biomarker discovery, monitoring
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drug toxicology, phenotype characterization, and mass spectrometry-based imaging, provide
complementary approach to already developing multiomics approaches. It guides decisions
with regards to the prediction, prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of disease. Until recently,
genomics and transcriptomics led the direction of precision medicine. However, metabolomics
has rapidly emerged as an essential -omics that has the potential to provide fundamental
understanding of dynamic changes at molecular level before onset of a disease and even during
the changing pathophysiology of a disease.

2 The dynamics of human metabolome is key to precision medicine efforts
The human metabolome is affected drastically during a disease due to the reaction to the change
in physiology and biochemistry as well as intake of medication. In order to understand
these changes in the metabolome, it is vital to know what the baseline human metabolome
should be so that the changes in response to a perturbation can be measured. It is not easy to
establish a universal baseline metabolome since many factors such as age, BMI, diet, ethnicity,
gender, lifestyle, circadian rhythm, and regular medication differs for each individual. It
would require minimal effort in understanding the metabolic perturbations if establishing a
baseline of healthy metabolome was possible. We are all unique. The dynamic nature of our
metabolome in addition to the unique genetic makeup and lifestyle of each individual
means there is a constant flux in the metabolome. The ability to move metabolites dynamically
within the cells and extracellular matrix is essential for the homeostasis and to excrete
overexpressed waste by-products of metabolic reactions, is equally essential. Absorptiondistribution-metabolism-excretion (ADME) becomes vital in disease condition, where drug
safety is of paramount importance. This complex relationship between metabolic conversion
of molecules provides metabolomics an edge above all other omics as it provides an insight
into constantly changing and readjusting metabolite fluxes in man.
Conventional metabolomics studies had focused on capturing and generating a single snapshot
of any biological activity and comparing it against various phenotypes. However, modern
imaging technology and availability of high-resolution techniques along with data processing
ability have opened doors to study the metabolome dynamically. The temporal dynamics
of metabolism can be studied in relation to flux or time points, the latter type of longitudinal
study is easier to design and compute. For instance, in a study that has dynamic data collection
a participant may be subjected to a challenge (e.g., administration of a dose of metformin
to lower blood glucose) and their blood sample is collected at different time points (every few
hours). At each point the sample that is collected represents a dynamic change in
metabolism, yet only a snapshot at any one point in time. In contrast, a real dynamic study is
easier to design for microbial metabolomics due to the nature of sample growth. At each
phase of microbial life cycle, samples from growth media, as well as a small colony of
microbes, can be collected to understand the change in endogenous as well as exogenous
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Fig. 1
Static metabolome provides a snapshot of metabolic measurands at a specific time point whereas
dynamic metabolome provides an insight to ongoing flux of metabolites.

BOX 1 The dynamic metabolome is a gold mine for personalized medicine.
Human metabolome is dynamically changing all the time. The ability to measure this flux along
with unknown changes by capturing dynamic metabolome makes metabolomics approach, a
valuable source of data to understand phenotypic changes. These changes unlike genomic
changes are not inherently coded but instead provide useful downstream information about the
effects of changes in the genetic makeup. This makes metabolomics a data gold mine for studying
molecular changes. The untargeted approach in metabolomics generates data-driven hypothesis
instead of hypothesis-driven data, thus, extending the molecular understanding of a phenotype.

metabolome. Metabolomics studies that explain dynamic use of metabolites within a system
will play a very important role against scientific advances to curb antibiotic resistance and
precision medicine in the next decade (Fig. 1).

3 Metabolomics is a goldmine of research data for personalized outcomes
Metabolomics data from a typical human study have abundant information about the
detectable metabolites and upstream as well as downstream changes from those measurands.
The ever-growing library of the human metabolome database [3] makes it possible to
identify and elucidate many biomarkers of disease. This enables the elucidation of molecular
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pathways in relation to measured known metabolites. The ability to map metabolites along
with genome and transcriptome measurements onto biological pathways provides
understanding of knock-on effects of disease and/or treatment perturbations. The data
generated by any untargeted metabolomics study are vital for future metabolomics study since
they can be used to build many new hypotheses. Excellent community efforts such as
Metabolomics Standards Initiative (MSI) [4] and COordination of Standards in MetabOlomicS
(COSMOS) [5] ensure that the reporting standards are standardized within the community.
This will lead to more collaborative efforts and more reproducible cross-laboratory research.
Not just for metabolomics research data, but all other omics research data and together this
will improve the understanding of wholistic systems biology.
With the increased pace of metabolomics studies, more data are being deposited to online
public repositories than ever before. Publicly available repositories have hundreds of datasets
deposited for reuse and for development of open analysis pipelines. For instance
Metabolomics Workbench has 590 datasets (www.metabolomicsworkbench.org), MetaboLights has 372 datasets (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/metabolights/studies), and MetabolomeXchange has 1243 datasets (www.metabolomeexchange.org); although we note that
MetabolomeXchange is a portal to other repositories including Metabolomics Workbench and
MetaboLights. In addition to the raw data, many of these uploaded datasets contain
information about reproducible methodology as well as statistical analysis undertaken to make
conclusive statements for the published research. Authors can readily download these
datasets and also reanalyze mass spectrometry data without undertaking expensive analysis
again, but with new hypotheses in mind, or use other studies to validate findings within
their own laboratory. Additionally, very few metabolomics studies are conducted along with
complementary genomics or transcriptomics information. However, in future, with
availability of new genomics or transcriptomics information, along with reduced costs, these
rich datasets can be used for Metabo-genomics studies. Genomics datasets provide
inherited information about the biological system but with use of metabolomics data, it is
possible to further understand downstream effects of changes in the genetic make-up. This is
crucial in developing personalized medicine pipelines as we start understanding molecular
mechanisms of diseases (Fig. 2). For instance, we understand many chromosomal abnormalities and also genetic disorders—congenital or environmental. However, we do not
understand everything about the molecular disruptions that these changes cause throughout life.
Being able to gain understanding of one’s metabolome, it is possible to understand differences
in phenotype by means of metabolome and genotype by means of genome. As the metabolomics datasets in repositories come from in vivo experiments, the knowledge can be transferred to in silico algorithm development that can help predict the genetic alterations upstream
or biomarkers of downstream changes. Harnessing the advantages of data-driven science
that metabolomics is, it is possible to use data to build hypothesis in contrast to many traditional
sciences that rely on generating data that tests a specific set of hypotheses. Precision
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Fig. 2
Multiomics approaches require publicly available data storage facilities that are secure and also cloud
computing platforms that can cope with advanced machine learning algorithms.

medicine in itself is a new era of medicine and going in with an open mind for endless possible
questions is best served by metabolomics data—a true goldmine of data (Fig. 3, Box 1).

4 Metabolomics in a healthy state is a valuable baseline reference
Metabolomics data are not only a key to understanding any physiological responses to
biological and environmental changes but also are a valuable resource to establish what a
normal metabolome should be. This understanding of what is normal defines a “normal
phenotype.” From a metabolomics perspective, there is no single definition of a normal
phenotype since the metabolome is dynamic in each biological system. However, an
understanding of an average baseline metabolome helps one to understand key metabolic
signals in a normal biological state. For instance, the HUman SERum METabolome
(HUSERMET) project conducted on over 1200 human serum samples, has highlighted how
age, sex, BMI, and diet could have a big impact on normal metabolic rates [6, 7]. The inherited
variables such as ethnic origin, environmental habitat or adapted variables such as diet, choice
of lifestyle or routine medical regime will invariably change what is defined as a normal
phenotype. It is important to be able to establish a normalized or control baseline for an
individual prior to measurement of changes induced by any perturbation. This is ideal, but not
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Fig. 3
The data generated by metabolomics can be married to other omics information made available via
public repositories in order to build in silico models for generating new hypothesis.

always possible. In a controlled study such as the one undertaken at NASA, by Kelly brothers, is
an excellent example of personalized application of metabolomics in the absence of real
baseline. The twin brothers performed a matched experiment by recording their vital baselines
on Earth before Scott Kelly departed in space. The samples collected in space were brought
back to earth and are being analyzed for measuring the metabolomic changes along with other
nine disciplines in order to understand how the human body responds to the rigors of
spaceflight [8].
The effect of zero gravity along with other variables drastically changes the metabolic rate of an
individual. In contrast, not all changes in metabolome maybe that drastic. However, the
smallest of changes resulting due to perturbation are possible to be measured with appropriate
baseline data. This is important for personalized medicine applications because anyone to
be treated with a drug regime can only be prescribed a personalized dose of medication once we
know the efficacy of change in metabolome compared to his baseline. Inter-patient
heterogeneity is often seen in clinical trials, for both the efficacy as well as side-effects of
treatments. Many environmental and genetic factors have been linked with a variety of
symptoms that are seen in different diseases, with different severities in each affected
subject. This would suggest that the base metabolome of these individuals is different. In order
to calculate the benefit to risk ratio of any intervention or treatment, knowledge that helps
to define predictors of responses is essential. The knowledge of biomarkers that vary in
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health, such as citrate that changes with age or methionine products that change between
genders and of amino acids that correlate with BMI, should be used prior to making any
biomarker discovery efforts [7]. Understanding what a defined range of a metabolite for certain
age and BMI can provide a perspective to an individual’s normal metabolome. Normal
baseline metabolome allows us to measure responses to disease, drugs, or even physiological
change more efficiently, which in turn allows to fine-tune treatment for each subject,
reducing the costs of treatment at the same time.

5 Development of a pathological state leads to a deviation from
baseline metabolome
Even without the knowledge of what a normal metabolome representing a normal phenotype is,
it is possible to conduct metabolomics studies per disease or perturbation with appropriate
controls. Unlike other omics, metabolomics data reflect greater flux to even a smaller change in
the system. The interconnectivity and interdependencies on pathways for mutual feedback
and the feed-forward mechanism is mostly responsible for this effect. Metabolomics inherently
measures chemistry. This chemistry reflects a systemic readout of upstream changes in
proteome, transcriptome, and genome. Traditionally, static genomic biomarkers would suffice
for diagnosing a condition or heritability. However, in certain diseases such as
cardiovascular diseases, diabetes mellitus, and obesity, it is biologically important to be able to
intervene with early manifestations. Conditions like diabetes mellitus are linked to genetic
predisposition but the severity of disease, onset or efficacy of metformin against an individual
varies. Too low a dose, and one risks uncontrolled levels of sugar whereas too high a dose
could also lead to stressed kidney function. Both the outcomes are not favorable solutions and
with the knowledge of individual’s normal baseline metabolome in relation to average
metabolome, one can build a predictive model for response to treatment.
In more complex disease, with no cure, it becomes vital to be able to predict the chances of
occurrence. For instance, in neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s disease or
Alzheimer’s disease, it is crucial to intervene prior to manifestation of any symptoms because
they develop rapidly without any definite cure. The molecular indications of many disease
processes may begin developing as early as one’s childhood and being able to measure them
can serve as stronger biomarkers. Not all diseases can be predicted from genetic makeup or
one’s transcriptome but the onset of molecular changes before apparent clinical symptoms
maybe possible with the knowledge of human metabolome. This is where the strengths of
metabolomics have emerged and will be tested.
Many metabolomic studies have attempted to measure a baseline of human metabolome in
different biofluids [6, 9]. These studies explain the normal metabolome in a normal (usually
restricted geographically and demographically) phenotype. The interpretation of these data
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BOX 2 Large-scale metabolomics studies and their data can boost personalized medicine.
Metabolomics data are publicly shared and made available for metaanalyses with other omics
data. This enables use of a better understanding of molecular mechanisms of diseases and
make advances in developing personalized medicine pipelines. The biomarkers discovered and
validated by metabolomics approaches can be translated with portable, wearable sensors,
with relative ease. Large-scale metabolomics studies can provide these robust, reproducible
biomarkers that can be monitored noninvasively in readily accessible biofluids such as sputum,
sweat, saliva, or urine.

onto human metabolic pathways relies heavily on computational metabolomics. Metabolite set
enrichment on metabolite modules precurated by humans as well as data-driven modules are
popular ways to achieve this. This way a map of normal metabolic pathway can be created by
age, BMI, ethnicity, and gender. The information generated this way provides an excellent
starting point for understanding personalized metabolome. Significant deviations from these
subgroups of metabolic pathways could be indicative of molecular changes sometimes not
accounted by that individual’s genome or individual biomarkers. For instance, a normal female
has higher levels of glycerol phosphate than male counterpart [7]. Some studies have shown
lower levels of glycerol phosphate are reliable biomarkers of abnormal obesity and type 2
diabetes [10, 11]. But based on the knowledge about gender difference in biomarker levels, any
personalized treatment must take into account patient’s gender before establishing how low
glycerol phosphate levels are compared to normal metabolic range. Otherwise, we risk into
misdiagnosing men of obesity and diabetes.
In addition to characterization of a normal metabolome, the next step toward precision
medicine for any disease would be characterizing that disease. Once the disease has been
characterized it will allow for stratification of patients in groups that are defined such that
subgroups of normal baselines are taken into account. The stratification of patients is the
penultimate goal realization of which will enable tailored management and treatment of
disease. The same stratification of normal individuals would help in ranking those that are
predisposed to certain conditions in near and far future enabling priority of treatment based on
this screening (Box 2).

6 The journey of metabolomics: From research laboratories to clinical
applications
The first paper describing a metabolome was published in 1998 [12] and since then nearly two
decades of biomarker research has ensued using metabolomics. Numerous studies have
suggested hundreds of biomarkers. Unfortunately, only a negligible number of biomarkers have
translated from labs to clinics [13]. The journey of a metabolomic study from inception to
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realization into a clinic is a long one. Fig. 4 demonstrates a schematic lifecycle of a
metabolomics study. From the conception of a research question to reaching a panel of
statistically significant biomarkers of interest, a study could take any time between 1 and 5 years
depending on sample size. Once a panel of biomarkers has been proposed, various stages of
validation are required and for a biomarker to be robust and valuable, it must stand the trial.
A panel of biomarkers from a laboratory undergoes rigorous analytical and statistical validation
before translating them onto clinically available technologies. Provided the biomarker(s) can
prove clinical usefulness and applicability, regulatory approvals and commercialization could
take many years before it can finally be incorporated into clinical practice. Metabolomics
studies at this stage are expensive and time-consuming due to the nature of untargeted
metabolomics, an approach usually used for biomarker discovery. In addition, until recently
complex biology, nonoptimal design of the study and poor methodological reproducibility were
the key hurdles in bringing metabolomics to the clinics. However, with the community
guidelines such as MSI, COSMOS, standardized data, and metadata repositories such
as MetaboLights, the data collection, and reporting standards have streamlined. This
opens up opportunities for systems biology approaches to develop models that not only are
predictive but also can accurately describe the biological system. The elongated process is
not the reason for lack of clinical translation for precision medicine in all cases. For instance,

Fig. 4
There are various stages of metabolomics study from conception, that is, research question to
maturity and application, that is, incorporation into clinical practice. The complexity and time
required to achieve each stage increases with maturity of a study.
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neoplasia-associated biomarkers using metabolomics studies are in abundance. However, there
are far less drugs that can target disrupted genes, proteins, or metabolic pathways.
We can, therefore, identify two key aspects to translation of metabolomics into clinics:
(a) Lack of robust, validated biomarkers from several metabolomics studies
(b) Lack of robust therapeutics that work on new targets
Thus, the use of metabolomics approaches for biomarkers alone is half the approach required to
bring these biomarkers to clinics. Drug ADME-Tox studies looking at absorption,
digestion, metabolism, excretion as well as toxicology of drugs on new targets, need to be
conducted with equal vigor for biomarkers can be validated. This accelerates the usefulness
of metabolomics biomarkers.

7 What defines a successful clinical translation of a metabolomics research?
If a metabolomics research can produce a range of robust, reproducible, and clinically
measurable biomarkers that provide value to clinical diagnosis, improve health economics,
and are prognostic of disease outcomes, it can be considered a successful translation into the
clinics. However, there cannot be any one definition to determine this success. There needs to
be a system-driven strategy to identify the biomarkers. In addition to improving health
economics these biomarkers must be equally acceptable by the practitioners on technologies
that are not too unfamiliar to their workflow. Otherwise, no matter how disruptive the
technology, it will not be useful by disturbing a clinical workflow in already a busy
environment that does not have room for error. Above all, abiding by appropriate medical
guidelines as well as obtaining funding for evidence-based research and development
is vital for improving application of a biomarker in more clinical setups.
Many biomarkers are proposed based on multiomics tests. However, only those that are easily
and noninvasively accessible from a biofluid are the most likely biomarker that will translate
well into clinics. The most used biofluids in clinical settings are blood and urine. Blood
sampling is relatively noninvasive whereas urine is easily accessible. Biomarkers that are
detected in these biofluids would play a critical role in bringing personalized medicine to
clinics. One biomarker solution may not be ideal as it is extremely difficult for most omicsbased study to produce a single biomarker for prognosis or stratification of any disease,
especially for personalized medicine. There may be a large multiplexed panel of potential
biomarkers that can be useful to provide accurate prognosis or stratification of a disease
per individual basis. Any such study, that provides a multiplex panel of biomarkers from either
metabolomics or ad hoc metaanalysis using other omics together, will need to adhere to
the regulatory guidelines for development of tests to mitigate risks of overfitting test data.
This must be considered when the tests or biomarkers are still in the research laboratory. A well
thought out study design that addresses these risks has more potential to pass independent
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validation in different test populations. It is known that in addition to genetic factors,
environmental influences, personal lifestyle, and personal medical history, biological
variations due to circadian rhythm, diet choices or medication do play a significant role in each
individual’s metabolome. The tests that validate on a discovery cohort and validate on a
complete unseen, different validation cohort, in preferably a different population are more
likely to commercialize for clinical use.
The robustness of a test in the clinic needs to hold for tens of thousands of tests with minimal
maintenance of equipment for it to be high-throughput. One of the highest risks a
metabolomics test faces in translation is when it is lost in translation from a discovery
technology used in research labs to commercial platform that is used in clinics. Generally
diagnostic tests are researched, developed, and tested on an academic or industrially used
platform and then are deployed on a different, preferably portable platform for clinical use.
Mainly, the reason is associated with costs of the instrument, low throughput, and higher
complexity in research environment—all of which are not suitable for clinical environment
where costs need to be low with high-throughput data with relatively less complex testing.
For instance, analyzing thousands of blood samples after intensive sample preparation, on a
high-resolution liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) is expensive and timeconsuming. Nonetheless, storing large data files and interpreting the output is nearly impossible
in a clinic. However, if the biomarkers can be transferred on to a small laser detection
platform such as handheld Raman or benchtop single quadrupole mass spectrometer, it
immediately becomes cheaper, less complex, and easily interpretable technology [14]. This
being said, this translation between technologies is a big, time- consuming risk. The
analytical platforms differ significantly from each other and do not guarantee that sensitivity of
detection will retain when transferred. This also requires additional method development
and validation steps. Thus, unless the approaches and technologies become extremely simpler,
cost effective, and rapid for metabolomics profiling in biomarker discovery, there will
always be a hurdle for translation of these tests onto a easy-to-use, cheap, and high-throughput
instrument that can be adapted easily across clinics while maintaining the sensitivity and
specificity of these markers.

8 What are the barriers to entry for successful clinical applications of
metabolomics?
The discovery and translation of metabolomics may be slow due to inherent nature of this
technique but with improved faster high-resolution mass spectrometry and better-shared
libraries of thousands of compounds measured and validated across labs, the barrier to entry
may have lowered. The application of metabolomics biomarkers for personalized medicine will
always rely on other omics as the approach is downstream. Metabolite information is indicative
of an individual’s health in many instances but the genome and transcriptome hold vital
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information about the history of each individual. On its own metabolomics markers may be
useful for clinical diagnostics, but not for personalized clinical diagnosis. In the same fashion,
none of the omics singularly can claim the ability to understand an individual and without the
complete understanding of each individual, it is difficult to use biomarkers for personalized
medicine. Metabolome provides the information about downstream effects, both known and
unknown of an upstream change in genome or transcriptome. The unknown effects that
metabolome can detect is useful to put missing pieces of puzzle together. These unknown
effects highlighted by metabolomics data provide insight on personalized changes per
individual. This is important and key to personalized medicine since many diseases are not
classified clearly. The alteration in genes gives us information about the presence or absence of
a condition but the metabolic profile will be useful for grading, stratifying, and classifying
individuals more closely to the mosaic phenotype of the disease. Many types of cancers can
still not be graded, many neurological disorders can still not be stratified into disease stages
and chromosomal abnormalities are only indicative of an abnormality and not the extent of
effects on other pathways. In all these cases, metabolomics data are extremely important
for translation into a personalized world of medicine. However, the mosaic nature of diseases
also means that not all phenotypes are well defined. This in return means the association of
a panel of biomarkers is not always an easy task since no model can be clearly built to show
stratification. However, chemometric used heavily in metabolomics is designed just to do
that. Machine learning algorithms are very useful for being able to predict and classify
participants based on their metabolic profile and based on more data collected in future;
these models’ prediction can be improved, providing more power to the biomarkers to stratify
an unknown effect.
Metabolomics tools can classify a disease into stages with significantly big data. However, the
metabolism changes with normality and essential to have biomarkers independent of ordinary
variables such as age, BMI, gender, and ethnicity. Most metabolomics studies account
for clinical and physiological variabilities by chemometric analysis and this does account
for known confounders. At best current metabolomics markers for most diseases add
incremental improvement in predictability of the disease rather than being able to offer better
predictability independently. The reason for this is a smaller sample size in most studies [15].
This calls for more multicenter, cross-validated large-scale studies that focus on a disease
and aims to provide understanding about that disease along with discovery of biomarkers.
A metabolomics study can tell a story about a disease, but this leaves many key parts of the story
missing due to lack of sample size. A simple search in Web of Science with key words
*metabolomics and *biomarkers return hundreds of published articles that suggest reliable
biomarkers for a number of diseases. Table 1 shows a summary that is built based on these
publications between 2000 and 2017, where each of the work was cited by at least
10 publications. It is clearly evident that there are a number of biomarkers for many conditions
suggested by many small studies. None of these studies have sample sizes in excess of 500,
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Table 1 Summary of disease and number of metabolomic biomarkers suggested in published work
since 2000–2017.
Disease
Alzheimer’s diseasea
Asthma
Autism
Bladder cancer
Breast cancer
Colorectal cancer
Coronary heart diseasea
Diabetes
Gastric cancer
Lung cancera
Depression
Multiple sclerosis
Ovarian cancer
Parkinson’s disease
Prostate cancer
Rheumatoid arthritis
Schizophrenia
a

No. of key publications

Number of proposed
biomarkers

Average biomarker/
publication

4
2
2
1
2
4
3
9
2
6
2
2
3
2
2
3
3

15
13
11
50 +
9
18
10
36
14
46
6
7
9
9
27
18
59

4
7
6
50 +
5
5
3
4
7
8
3
4
3
5
14
6
16

The diseases are included among the top five leading causes of death in men and women in the UK.

which leaves each of the studies with an inability to join dots in explaining disease mechanism
or related pathophysiology. The disease such as Alzheimer’s disease, coronary heart diseases,
and lung cancer [highlighted with an asterisk (*) sign] are also in the top five causes of death in
the UK in both males and females, published in the latest report by the Office for National
Statistics [16]. If all the efforts in the community were put behind these diseases, in large.
multicenter studies, probably the biomarkers discovered could be on their way to clinical
translation to reduce morbidity and mortality in the UK.
The problem with setting up a large-scale, multicenter study is not only the expenses and
logistics but also the fact that not every disease is so prevalent to be able to obtain a sample size
big enough for metabolomics study. One of the alternative approaches to sample size and
power of study is longitudinal studies. Longitudinal studies that can monitor people at risk
before the onset of disease could provide vital data important for personalized medicine.
The data from such studies could, in fact, be one of the most effective ways to determine
usefulness of metabolomics data for monitoring an individual with personalized treatment.
Biomarkers are useful for monitoring disease progression or drug effect but for successfully
designed precision medicine approach, it is essential to be able to intervene before the onset
of disease condition.
The data generated with modern high-resolution mass spectrometry are extremely useful but
often big file sizes (up to 3 gigabytes per file depending on vendor) can be a limiting factor
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for interlaboratory or multisite study. Many large-scale metabolomics studies are now
deposited in online repositories such as MetaboLights which make it easier for members of a
multisite study to access raw data as well as metadata for individuals remotely and also be able
to test their protocols locally. The advantage with this data reuse approach is that easier
validation of acquired data is possible and more statistical probing of data is also possible for ad
hoc analysis. Data availability for not only metabolomics studies but in a format that is
universal and useful for understanding in line with other omics data is important and with
further standardization efforts, improving reporting and sharing of data will address this
hurdle. This will make a multiomics study easier to conduct without acquiring new data, which
can prove to be a time-consuming and expensive exercise. The increased multiomics study
will be a step toward realizing personalized medicine approaches for disease prognosis,
diagnosis, and treatment.

9 The role of metabolomics in personalized medicine
The role of metabolomics is one of the key ones to bind all other omics and provide a
meaningful explanation of multiomics data used in personalized medicine. The information
that a metabolic profile from thousands of individuals can provide is more than a presence or
absence of condition due to a mutated gene in a genome. These downstream effects indicate
more than known effects of an altered genome or transcriptome. The profiling data provided
from high-resolution mass spectrometry is generally mined in a metabolomics study for the
desired hypothesis but the measured data points have more information than just the hypothesis.
The data that are already being deposited on multiple platforms, using multiple analytical
approaches contains information about metabolome, genome, transcriptome, and associated
patient metadata for each of these studies. A systemic study of these data is essential if we are to
understand how to best approach personalized medicine. Personalized medicine does not have
to be for each person but precision medicine has to be individual specific. For addressing such a
data intensive, computationally intensive task, we already have infrastructure that is shaping up
in other disciplines. Many big companies such as Microsoft, Apple, Alphabet, and Amazon
have over the years built big servers and cloud infrastructures that have computing powers to
not only store large datasets, compute complex mathematical problems, and provide real-time
analysis of data, but also ones that can run an entire operating system in cloud, remotely. Cloud
computing is essential for all omics data as much as it is for metabolomics due to increasing size
of high-resolution data files. While cloud computing can be used for limited purposes of
analyzing the individual sets of data from omics, it would be wise to use the same platform to
combined multiple omics data, which can generally be a resource-intensive task.
The computation advantage can be boosted by using metadata that are already being submitted
by millions of users worldwide, using wearable sensor technologies. A recent survey from GfK
suggested nearly 51% of population has used or is actively using wearable fitness device [17].
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These devices are not only designed to monitor real-time activity and log them for the end user
but many provide end users an option to upload this data and also link their medical vitals such
as age, BMI, gender, blood group, previous medical history, and current medication to
these fitness devices. This wealth of data is extremely useful source of information in guiding
personalized medicine decisions using metabolomics. In the current age of biohacking and
bionics, if wearable sensor technology can be placed in the hands of end users at cheap and
affordable costs, the information can be linked with metabolomics and other omics data at
users’ will. The metadata, activity data, and movement in relation to omics data synced in real
time can provide initialized measurements of many biochemical and physical parameters for
particular disease condition. This concept is not novel in itself. There are already many
standalone sensors available to monitor individual metabolites. For example, smartphones can
measure heart rate, physical activity, and even amount of mindful breathing done at any
instance of the day. Smart watches can monitor the effective UV radiations one is exposed to
and also oxygen in blood. Glucose levels are monitored by contact lenses and heart health is
monitored using heart bands, necklaces, and headbands are used for stress monitoring.
However, these are standalone measurements that do not always provide a full picture of health.
With information about targeted biomarkers for a condition, end users can monitor these
biomarkers using wearable sensors, upload data for researchers to use for further building
robust models for prediction and response to therapeutic interventions. The mPower study for
Parkinson’s disease does exactly this [18]. However, it is limited to occurrence,
presentation, and management of Parkinson’s symptoms are reported by telemetry data from a
smartphone app using movement sensors. The future approach with metabolomics can be more
streamlined that looks at a panel of biomarkers detectable by sensor chips that report the
data real-time and interpret the activity data along with metabolomic data. A hypothetical
scenario where this can be useful is monitoring blood glucose levels. If a diabetic subject’s
activity data are monitored and uploaded real time, it could be easier to predict if the sugar
levels are already running low knowing the subjects age, BMI, routine movement activity, and
sleep pattern. When the activity levels start exceeding the routine movement, the sensor
could monitor parameters like heart rate and calories burnt to extrapolate data on glucose
utilization and in turn remind the subject to either provide dietary intervention or external
medical intervention. Of course, the interpretation of this data is not what we recommend here
without clinical consultations. However, with continued advice from the clinical consultant,
this can be feasible just like home blood pressure measurement kit or even a pregnancy
detection kit.
In order to process these data and make sensible extrapolation from these data, powerful, and
self-learning machine learning algorithms are essential. Artificial intelligence- led deep
learning is already used currently for image processing. What metabolomics data generates is,
in fact, a snapshot, an image of metabolomic activities that are measured. Use of AI in
metabolomics is not a far-fetched idea. In fact, this is the direction in which metabolomics
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BOX 3 Bottlenecks of any metabolomics workflow.
Elongated discovery phases, expensive technology, and lack of cross-laboratory validation often
holds back metabolomics studies from successful translation into clinics. Additionally, in certain
disease where the stratification of phenotype is not clear and the nature of molecular signature is
mosaic, it becomes difficult to be able to build a clear phenotype based on metabolic signature.
Use of advanced machine learning techniques and data from other omics have to an extent
enabled to gain insight into such phenomenon and it may be possible to overcome analytical
limitations. With the rise in wearable sensors, end users are able to provide more metadata to
enable more controlled analysis of metabolomics data. An approach to enable users to provide
more metadata regarding their health and lifestyle using these sensors may enable better modeling
of data.

should aim to lead future studies and data mining efforts in order to have meaningful
contributions toward personalized medicine. The aim should not be use of metabolomics just
for biomarker discovery but to use the dynamic metadata to predict health, disease and further
risks, and disease prognosis based on the goldmine of relevant metadata (Box 3).

10 Limitations and scopes for metabolomics in propelling personalized
health care
The personalized world promises an end to trial and error regime of clinical practice.
Metabolomics in the personalized world, promises better prognosis of the disease and ability to
predict predisposition to conditions that are not possible by the knowledge of one’s genome
alone; especially when we consider humans are in fact superorganisms containing genomes
from 1000s of additional microorganisms [19]. The execution of this idea, however, is not free
of limitations. The metabolomics research in its current form is expensive. It is not
possible to undertake high-throughput studies routinely that are multicenter and large scale.
Even if this is overcome, at the discovery stage, all metabolomics studies demand a very well
controlled cohort, which may not always be possible for relatively rare disease conditions.
Data-driven metabolomics is the solution when a priori knowledge is not available and datadriven metabolomics has more to tell about the metabolome than targeted metabolomics
looking to approve or disapprove a hypothesis. The phenome centers in the UK are step in the
right direction for taking metabolomics outside its comfort zone that is research
environment. These phenome centers are one of the largest opportunities for the community to
perform large-scale studies for disease diagnosis, disease prevention, and therapeutic
interventions at personalized levels. A coherent effort to lead multicenter metabolomics study
that looks at different populations with the same approach and for the same disease will
improve our understanding of what a normal baseline for dynamic metabolome is, across many
populations. A lack of global effort to find means and ways to undertake such studies could
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BOX 4 Features of interest to personalized medicine, contributed by metabolomics.
Metabolomics is no longer a juvenile -omics. The technological advancements have brought new
scopes Metabolomics data are rich in information and the effect measured in small molecules
provide closest information to molecular dysfunctions. In order to have successful implementation
of personalized medicine regime for everyone, the tests need to be efficient, high throughput, and
be able to reflect molecular phenotype as closely as possible. Some key attributes of metabolomics
that can propel personalized medicine when combined with other -omics are listed below.
•

•
•

•

•

The measurands of metabolomics change with smallest deviation of biology. It is possible to
measure hundreds of such molecules with great precision within minutes using metabolomics
approaches.
The data generated addresses the hypothesis in question, but also can be used to generate
unknown hypothesis due to interactions of these metabolites.
The versatility of metabolomics data and wealth of information that can be fed-back to other omics data for upstream analyses makes it very useful for understanding cause and effects of various personalized medicine regime.
Understanding the effects of drug administration, related toxicity and adverse effects if any,
can be easily monitored using metabolomics workflows that require minimal amount of noninvasively collected biofluids such as urine or sweat.
Metabolomics biomarkers, closest to a phenotype, are useful not only for disease diagnostic,
monitoring disease progression and treatment efficacy but also as prognostic markers for early
intervention, sometimes even before disease onset—a key aspect of personalized medicine.

lead to a lost opportunity since metabolome is the closest set of molecules that can be
transferred readily onto wearable sensors and portable monitoring devices. Metabolome at this
juncture, just 20 years after the first publication that coined the term “metabolome,” has
matured with much of the required infrastructure for this task. There will be requirement to
build around this infrastructure along with a global effort. There may be a need to change in
many health-care practices around the globe. But eventually, with the best interest of patients at
heart, metabolomics can truly lead the personalized medicine approach toward healthier
lifestyle and effective therapeutic interventions when needed, on individual basis (Box 4).
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